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 Smart robot Albert is the world’s first robot for education 
that communicates with children, reads books, and plays 
games with the use of a smartphone. 
With Albert, children can learn effectively and naturally while
playing.

 Smart robot Albert changes in multiple ways according to versatile 
modifications of applications, thereby creating a new education culture.

Albert 
Hardware

Internal Sensor
Proximity Sensor x 2, 
OID Sensor x 2, 
Acceleration Sensor
Light Sensor, Temperature Sensor, 
Battery Level Sensor

Wireless Auto Connection
Bluetooth

Battery Lasting Time
Battery Lasting Time,
5 hours for Continuous Operation,
7 days for Standby 
(Lithium-Polymer Battery)

Driving Part
2 Wheels, Speaker, Buzzer,
Full-Color LED for Eye x 2,
Card reading sensor 
Side LED x 2

Display Part
Battery Indicator (Red)
Bluetooth Indicator (Blue)

Cradle Function
Smart Phone Holding

Contents English Storytelling Book
 English Storytelling Book has Albert read books and play games in line with stories using 
a smart pen for children to enjoy reading books. 

Board Game
 Children learn various rules and get to interact with other 
kids by mingling and playing with friends as they play 
board games. In particular, the market board game is a 
fun program to learn economic concepts. 

Basic Contents
 As an application for the enjoyment of robot Albert with 
only a smartphone, it consists of various programs such as 
“Albert Control” to move Albert in different ways and 
“Albert Story” to use Albert for the enjoyment of fun stories 
and games simultaneously. 

We are developing 
various educational 

tools and applications 
so that children may 
learn and play using 
smart robot Albert. 
Children can enjoy

 various features by 
simply adding 

educational tools that 
fit each desired

 application. 
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STCK MINI

Coding Word Card Albert Scratch

Coding education contents

Hello, Albert!
Try to move Albert Robot according to the direction of 
each step. After completion each step, you can enjoy 
STACK MINI games!

Calculator
Calculate in order to move Albert to the 
desired number.

Forest of Wind
Memorize Albert’s blinking and follow. 

My Town
Move Albert on the town map to the 
desired place.

Zoo
Move Albert to meet his zoo friends.

APP Game

Board Game

 Give your children the opportunity to learn programming the easiest way.
While playing games using the smart robot, “albert,” and “Stack Mini,”children can easily learn how to 

 Software developed for younger elementary school 
students by merging robot content writing tools and 
Scratch.

 Program for children to easily learn coding using 
coding card application and coding cards. Using 
coding cards, children can foster the ability to solve 

The world is focusing 
on coding education.

United Kingdom

·Mandatory starting at the age of five 
·Must learn about four languages before 
   graduating from high school 
·Included as a regular computer science class in 
   elementary, middle, and high schools from 2014
·Judged as fostering the ability to think logically, 
   understand algorithm, and analyze data

United States

·Pursuing educational program Science, 
   Technology, Engineering, Mathematics (STEM) 
   including coding education
·Arkansas State: mandatory coding classes 
   in all regular high school classes of the state
·Washington, Texas, and Kentucky states: 
   pursuing to acknowledge language credit if taking 
   coding class instead of a second language
·December 2013“Hour of Code”campaign

Israel

·1992 Included as a regular computer
   science class led by 
   the National Education Committee
·1994 “Computer science” education 
   spanning over five education stages
   (90 hours for each stage)

Korea

·Basic software education included in practical 
   classes of elementary schools from 2017
·Prepared coding education classes for information 
   classes of middle schools
·Switching in-depth selective class to general 
   selective class at vocational high schools from 2018

Coding education of greater value than
just computer education

 In the near future, including the current era, our lives will be closely tied with IT. The 
greater the share of IT, the more will it be important to learn coding as the basic language 
of the software industry. People would even say that coding is the language of the future. 
Many countries are taking interest in coding education precisely because IT’s importance 
and share in our society are growing. 

 Many experts say students who received programming education at an early age get to 
foster the ability to think creatively and logically. Why is coding education so effective? 
This is because we need the ability to think logically through complex issues to solve a 
particular problem.
 In addition, the process of programming games and moving characters using a comput-
er entails the ability to think logically as a necessary condition for solving such problems 
that it helps improve creativity and develop logic. However, memorizing and understand-
ing complex algorithms for computer programming education are no easy tasks. That is 
why we need an environment to easily learn coding and improve the ability to systemati-
cally think and solve problems.

Others icon

A block shaped like this means 
that it will only be repeated 
as many times as the relevant 
number.

You cannot move the gray 
block on the operation 
window.

You can select the number 
or letter by touching it.

Word Card Contents
 As contents using various word cards, it is a program that ena-
bles children to naturally learn words by the interactive action of 
inserting the card Albert wants each time manually under the 
robot’s belly. Children can learn through mutual communication 
with Albert, instead of simple memorization, by giving cards to the 
robot and watching him react.

 

Smart Dice

Smart Pen

 As coding education allows children to program a real robot’s movements 
and sensing, and not just objects in a screen, the program enhances the 
creativity of children by having them learn the characteristics of smart 
robots using various already verified creative educational contents and 
a robot. 

 At the Smart Robot Coding School, children play games and repeat the 
stages of imagining on their own, designing, and executing programs, 
thereby enhancing their ability to think creatively and logically


